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Abstract

Humans and other animals routinely make choices between goods of different value. Choices are often made within identifiable contexts, such that an efficient learner may represent values relative to their local context. However, if goods occur across multiple contexts, a relative value code can lead to irrational choice. In this case, an absolute context-independent value is preferable to a relative code. Here, we test the hypothesis that value representation is not fixed, but rationally adapted to context expectations. In two experiments, we manipulated participants’ expectations about whether item values learned within local contexts would need to be subsequently compared across contexts. Despite identical learning experiences, the group whose expectations included choices across local contexts, went on to learn more absolute-like representation than the group whose expectations only covered fixed local contexts. Thus, human value representation is neither relative nor absolute, but efficiently and rationally tuned to task demands.
Introduction

Humans and other animals often behave “as if” they calculated the value of goods, arranged goods according to their preferences in a rational manner, and chose the good with highest value. One way to achieve rational decision-making is to represent all items on an absolute scale, where an item’s value is expressed as the amount of fixed units of measurement it provides. Units of measurement might be the number of food items in a foraging patch, money, or the subjective utility of consumer products. Such an absolute value code is assumed in normative theories of decision-making\(^1\), optimal foraging theory\(^2\), computational models of learning\(^3\), and in key descriptive theories of choice\(^4\).

Whilst an absolute code would equip the agent to make decisions across all contexts in which this unit of measurement is relevant, there are many reasons why biologically constrained systems may utilise different coding regimes. For example, absolute codes maintaining a constant unit may reserve precious coding range for values that occur with low frequency. Moreover, absolute codes may be more prone to deleterious noise if values cluster within a small range in a given context (leading to easily confusable items).

From the olfactory system in the fruitfly\(^5\), to visual systems\(^6\), through to value coding in humans\(^7\), neural systems can overcome such problems by encoding input relative to the local context (and/or state\(^8,9\)). The value of one foraging patch can, for example, be encoded relative to other nearby patches. Such context-dependent encoding has been formalised in computational models, for instance by ensuring that coding covers the entire range of values (“range adaptation”\(^10\)) or by ensuring that values are normalised by concurrent inputs (“divisive normalisation”\(^11\)).

The key advantage of relative value codes is that they enable even small populations of neurons to efficiently represent items within a local context\(^11\). For the perceptual system, for example, adapting to local brightness levels (e.g., dark adaptation\(^12\)) is likely close to optimal given the temporal and spatial autocorrelation in brightness in natural scenes (e.g., day-night light cycle). For value-based decisions, agents can boost discriminability of items of similar value using relative codes, which may be of particular importance if the agent aims to choose “correctly” (i.e., choose the highest valued item). This means that a foraging animal employing a relative value code may discriminate
between patches of values $A = 5$ and $B = 6$ with equal precision to when choosing between patches of values $C = 20$ and $D = 21$.

There is now ample evidence from psychology, behavioural ecology, primate neurophysiology and cognitive neuroscience that humans and other animals learn, and/or make choices consistent with such context-dependent value codes ($^9,^{13-19}$ but see $^{20}$). A relative context-dependent code also describes the firing pattern of neurons in value-related areas of the prefrontal cortex $^{21}$ and explains human errors of judgment across many domains $^{17}$. Relative codes have also been shown to be efficient in the sense that they maximize mutual information between stimulus and neural code under certain conditions $^{22}$. In this latter sense, context-dependent codes can be locally optimal and resource efficient – allowing animals to choose the best option with the use of minimal resources $^{22,23}$.

However, as can easily be seen, relative value encoding can lead to inferior decision-making if the local contexts in which values were encoded are intermixed. In the above example, for instance, foraging patch $B = 6$ is the locally superior option to $A = 5$, which means that a pure relative encoder may prefer it to the globally superior option from a different context - provided it is inferior in its local context (e.g., prefer $B=6$ to $C=20$, where $C$ is from $[C=20, D=21]$). Such ‘irrational’ decision-making has been observed across species in many laboratory tasks $^{10,15,17,24}$.

Thus, one is faced with an additional problem: How to arbitrate the costs and benefits of absolute and relative encoding to optimize decision-making. This problem can be recast as one of expectation about context: If contexts are stable and distinct, relative encoding will be sufficient and maximizes discriminability, but if contexts are either volatile or overlapping in time, a coding regime approximating absolute encoding will be better. Here, we take a first step towards this question by implicitly manipulating human participants’ expectations about contexts in two experiments. In spirit, our work is similar to efforts in reinforcement learning to delineate under what circumstances, and under what cost, humans switch from a habitual (model-free) representation to a more costly representation that allows planning (model-based) $^{25,26}$.

In particular, we propose that humans do not use a single fixed representation of value, but flexibly tune value codes based on their expectations what the codes are for $^{27}$. Further, we propose
that the selection of which code to learn, is rational and efficient\textsuperscript{28}. Thus, we do not ask whether
human value learning is absolute or relative overall\textsuperscript{13,15}, but whether humans flexibly adapt\textsuperscript{29,30} their
value representation in a manner that can be explained by expectation.

We tested the hypothesis that value representation rationally adapts to task demands in two
value-learning experiments, in which human participants learned values of pair-wise presented items.
We implicitly manipulated task expectations, such that one group expected to make decisions within
fixed local contexts (‘Uncrossed’), and another group expected to make decisions across local
contexts (‘Crossed’). If value learning is fixed, the learnt value representations should be identical
across groups. If value learning is rationally and flexibly adapted to task demands, people in the
‘Crossed’ group should go on to learn more absolute-like representations (because they expect these
to be task-relevant).

Despite identical learning experiences, learnt value codes differed: participants learned more
complex (absolute) representations only when they expected it to be necessary, thus highlighting the
rational and dynamic nature of value representation.

\textbf{Results}

\textbf{Tasks and design}

We conducted two value learning experiments. The first experiment used real-valued items,
akin to studies in economic decision-making\textsuperscript{31}, whereas the second used binomial outcomes akin to
many reinforcement learning paradigms in this domain\textsuperscript{15}. In both experiments, participants went
through two independent phases of learning and decision-making.

In the learning phases, participants learned the value of items through trial-by-trial feedback.
As our key experimental manipulation, we implicitly altered participants’ expectations about the local
contexts in which items had to be compared. After the initial learning phase, one group (‘Uncrossed’)
was presented with choices between fixed pairs of items (within contexts), whereas the other group
(‘Crossed’) encountered items also in intermixed pairs (across contexts).

We expected the Crossed group to use the experience of intermixed contexts to alter their value
encoding for the subsequent independent item set. Value representations in both groups were
measured with two surprise tasks at the end of each experiment (see below). In the following, we first report on Experiment 1, which used real-valued items.

Participants took on the role of consultants to manufacturers of reproduction items (replicas of historical items). There were two separate manufacturers (of cars & antiques) in two separate Phases (Fig 1A). Participants’ goal was to learn market prices to advise on which items to manufacture. In the Learning Phases, participants learned item values through trial-by-trial feedback, after which they advised the manufacturer in separate Decision phases - without feedback. At the end, there were two surprise tasks (All-possible pairs, Value judgment) designed to measure value encoding in the last Learning phase.

Participants were randomly and blindly assigned to either the Uncrossed or Crossed group (colour-coded green and blue respectively, Fig 1A). In Experiment 1, each Phase began with a Learning stage, in which participants sampled market values (Fig 1B). A single mouse-click on an item returned a single sale price (superimposed on the clicked item, Fig 1B). Participants were free to sample in any order and as much as they wished. Sampling for each pair was terminated by a selling decision (Fig 1B), after which the next pair was shown. In each Phase, participants learned the values of 6 items arranged into 3 pairs with normally distributed market prices (Fig 1A).

In the Decision phases (Fig 1C), the Uncrossed group made decisions about the pairs they had previously experienced. The Crossed group additionally made decisions within novel pairings, thus breaking their learning contexts (Methods). Participants might, for example, decide between Item$_2$ and Item$_4$ which had previously formed part of the first and second pair respectively. Participants’ choices in the Decision phases and surprise tasks were incentive-compatible (Methods).

We hypothesized that people do not use a fixed value-learning mechanism, but flexibly adapt their value-learning mechanisms to learn useful value representations. Given double-blind assignment to groups, both groups should start Learning 1 with the same expectations. However, the first Decision phase, Decision 1 (Fig 1C), provides very different implicit signals for the two groups.

The Uncrossed group should have no problem performing in this task given successful learning (Fig 1C). This would even be the case if participants used extreme context-dependent encoding: a binary Valence code. Using this mechanism, one learns, for each pair, that one item is ‘good’ and that
one item is ‘bad’. That is, one learns the following (separate) sets of orderings: [Item\(_1\) < Item\(_2\)], [Item\(_3\) < Item\(_4\)], and [Item\(_5\) < Item\(_6\)].

In the Crossed group (Fig 1C), however, even participants who used less extreme relative encoding strategies may struggle to compare items across contexts, such as Item\(_5\) (locally inferior, value of 320) and Item\(_2\) (locally superior, value 280). These unexpected and potentially more difficult experiences led participants to be slower in responding (Mann-Whitney-U test, \(U = 116, p < .001\); Supplementary Results III, V, Fig. S13).

**Decision-making performance**

If people adapt to expected task demands, and the implicit manipulation is sufficient to induce different expectations, the two groups should go on to learn different representations for the subsequent set of items – Learning 2 and Decision 2. Immediately after these task phases, we tested participants’ learned representations using two surprise tasks.

First, we tested their performance in an All-Pairs task, where all possible pairs of items were presented to both groups (without choice feedback). We found that the Crossed group’s choice accuracy was significantly better than the Uncrossed group’s despite identical learning Phases (\(t(44) = 2.61, p = .012, CI = .026–.199, d = .77\), independent t-test) and above chance performance in both groups (Fig. 2A, CIs do not overlap .5, see also Supplementary Results II). The performance difference is consistent with the Crossed group having encoded a more absolute-like value representation (Supplementary Methods I, Fig. S1).

Next, we turned to a feature of our experimental design which allowed us to dissociate absolute-like encoding from any relative encoding using ‘diagnostic’ item pairs. The intuition is that any relative encoding will result in a fraction of choices that are globally inferior, but locally superior within the learning context, whereas an absolute code would not result in the same mistakes. Our task items were chosen to optimize for this (Supplementary Methods I).

Specifically, in Phase 2, Item\(_2\) \(\sim\)N(280,28) was paired with Item\(_1\) \(\sim\)N(250, 25). On the one hand, a relative learner would learn that Item\(_2\) is ‘good’ within its local context. On the other hand,
they would learn that both \( \text{Item}_3 \sim \mathcal{N}(300,30) \) and \( \text{Item}_5 \sim \mathcal{N}(320,32) \) are ‘bad’ – because they were paired with higher-value items. Thus, a relative-value learner would prefer the locally ‘good’ (but globally inferior) \( \text{Item}_2 \), to the globally superior (but locally ‘bad’) \( \text{Item}_{3,5} \): exhibiting irrational choice (see also e.g., 15).

In line with these predictions, we found that the Uncrossed group preferred the globally inferior option, choosing it instead of the globally superior options (preferring \( \text{Item}_2 \) to \( \text{Item}_3 \), and to \( \text{Item}_5 \)), whereas the Crossed group expressed a weak preference for the globally superior items. The difference between groups was marginal for the first pair \( (U = 183, p = .055, r = .31) \), and highly significant for the second pair \( (U = 145, p = .003, r = .45) \), by Mann-Whitney U tests.

In summary, participants choice behaviour shows that the groups learned different value representations despite identical learning Phases, and that the Crossed group’s choices were more consistent with an absolute-like code than the Uncrossed group’s (with statistical contrasts specifically selected to discriminate absolute from relative encoding, Supplementary Methods I).

Value representation

While the above analyses provide tentative evidence that the groups learned different value representations, we next set out to address value representation more directly. For this purpose, participants were asked to directly indicate their learned value for each item in a Value Judgment task. Items were presented sequentially (in random order), and participants indicated the value using a slider. To test value representation, we applied representational similarity analysis (RSA)\(^{32,33}\) to this final judgement task (Fig 1A). Note that, although RSA was developed mainly as a multivariate analysis technique for neural data, it is increasingly deployed to characterize brain representations given behavioural data (e.g., \(^{34-36}\)) and can be used whenever the measure of interest is pair-wise differences on a univariate or multivariate space.

We computed Representational dissimilarity matrices (RDMs) separately for each participant and averaged them to form group-wise RDMs. These RDMs, shown in Fig 3A-D, depict each group’s value representation in the form of a dissimilarity structure (rank-transformed and scaled, see
Methods and Supplementary Results IV, Fig. S16, for the overall judgments. On this scale, a
dissimilarity of 0 implies that item values are represented identically (item pairs along the diagonal),
and a dissimilarity of 1 implies that item values are highly dissimilar.

Empirical RDMs are most readily interpreted when compared to model RDMs. As noted, the
experiment was designed to allow absolute-like codes to be dissociated from relative-like context-
dependent codes – irrespective of the precise context-dependent encoding. However, the RSA
analysis allows contrasts between different kinds of relative value representation. Thus, to corroborate
our results, we contrasted two of the most common relative value encoding models: range adaptation
and divisive normalisation. For completeness, we also include a fully contrastive, binary valence
model. The higher the correlation between participants’ RDMs and the model RDMs – the better the
model RDMs describe participants’ representation of value.

The first relative model (‘Valence’, Fig 3E) formalizes the extreme ‘good vs bad’ encoding
mentioned in the introduction. The better option in each local context is encoded as ‘good’ and the
worse option as ‘bad’. The second relative model (‘Range adaptation’, Fig 3F) formalizes range-
adaptation encoding, a highly successful class of context-dependent encoding schemes.

Accordingly, the value of the left item equals \( \frac{\text{item}_{\text{left}}}{\max(\text{item}_{\text{left}}, \text{item}_{\text{right}})} \) (and vice versa for the right item).

Note that this model scales values within local contexts to the interval \( \left[ \frac{\min(V)}{\max(V)}, 1 \right] \), rather than the
interval \([0,1]\). This is necessary here as with only two items, the full range adaptation model (e.g.)
would otherwise reduce to the valence model. The third relative model (‘Divisive normalisation’, Fig
3G) formalizes the divisive normalisation encoding highlighted in the Introduction. Here the value of
the left item equals \( \frac{\text{item}_{\text{left}}}{1+\text{item}_{\text{left}}+\text{item}_{\text{right}}} \) (and vice versa for the right item). We formalize absolute-like
context-independent encoding, as the expected value for items. For example, \( \text{Item}_2 \) is encoded as 180
because \( \text{Item}_2 \sim N(180,18) \).

As can be seen in Figure 3, the three relative RDMs (E-G) have clusters of items that are
objectively similar in value but are nonetheless encoded as highly dissimilar. For example, all the
relative models capture the ‘irrational’ value encoding, by which 280 (Item_2) is encoded as more
similar to 330 (Item$_4$) than to 300 (Item$_3$). The ‘irrational’ dissimilarity structure follows from the
context-dependent encoding of value formalized in the relative value models.

In Figure 3, we first highlight qualitative similarities between the Uncrossed group’s RDM
and the relative model RDMs (E-G), and between the Crossed group (D) and the Absolute model
RDM (H). For example, the items with values 250 and 280 are encoded as highly dissimilar in the
Uncrossed RDM (C) - as it is in the relative models (E-G). The Absolute RDM (H), on the other hand
correctly encodes this pair as similar, as does the Crossed group RDM (D). This pattern contrasts with
the gradient of increasing dissimilarity between 390 and the other items in the Crossed RDM (D). The
Uncrossed RDM does not exhibit this gradient (C). Finally, it is clear that both groups encode value in
a format that goes beyond mere valence encoding (c.f., Fig 3E, and A-B). Thus, participants in both
groups encode and retain at least some value magnitude information.

Next, we turned to the key quantitative comparison. We contrasted the correlations between
each model and the two groups which takes individual differences into account. As per standard
practice$^{33}$, model RDMs were compared to the RDMs derived from participants’ behaviour using
rank-correlations (Methods). A large positive correlation between a participant’s RDM and a given
model RDM, shows that their representation of value is well accounted for by the model in question.
For presentation purposes, we focus on the two relative models that capture key aspects of
participants value representation: range-adaptation and divisive normalisation.

The Crossed group learned a more absolute value representation than the Uncrossed group:
both compared to the Range-adaptation model ($t(44) = 2.97, p = .005, CI = .15 - .77, d = .88$) and the
Divisive normalisation model ($t(44) = 2.57, p = .014, CI = .10 - .85, d = .76$).

Fig 4A-B plots model-participant RDM similarities expressed as partial Spearman Correlation
Coefficients (thus discounting shared variance between models, Methods). Because the Range-
adaptation and the Divisive normalisation RDMs were highly correlated, we ran separate analyses
contrasting each with the Absolute RDM. Symbols in Fig. 4 reflect group averages, and grey lines
reflect individual participants.

For the Uncrossed group (A), no model consistently outperforms another, indicated by the
mix of slopes. In the Crossed group, however, most participants are substantially better accounted for
by absolute encoding (upward sloping lines), indicating that most participants changed their encoding strategy towards an absolute code.

Fig 4C shows the within-group contrast between the Absolute model and the two relative models from Fig 4A-B. Positive Δ indicate evidence in favour of the absolute model, and negative indicate evidence in favour of the relative model. As can be seen, no model is consistently favoured in the Uncrossed group (CI’s overlap 0). However, in the Crossed group, the absolute model is favoured (CIs do not overlap 0).

The previous analyses additionally used a partial correlation approach to rule out the contribution of any shared variance. Fig 4D plots identical analyses, except that they were carried out on independently run correlations. That is, model-by-participant correlations were evaluated independently for the relative encoding models. As can be seen, the results persist with independent correlations. The Crossed group learnt a more absolute value representation than the Uncrossed group: whether one considers the Range-adaptation RDM ($t(44) = 3.23$, $p = .002$, $CI = .21 \text{-} .92$, $d = .95$), or the Divisive normalisation RDM ($t(44) = 2.88$, $p = .006$, $CI = .13 \text{-} .74$, $d = .85$).

Jointly, the results so far show that people 1) adapt their learning to expected task demands (difference between groups despite identical learning Phases), and 2) only learn absolute-like value representations when a relative representation is expected to be insufficient for the task at hand (i.e., in the ‘Crossed’ group).

Choice and value representation in a binomial task

Next, we turned our focus to a binomial decision task akin to many decision-making tasks in the field of reinforcement learning. Although economic values often come from continuous distributions as in Experiment 1 (e.g., market prices, food quantities, etc.), laboratory tasks often involve binomial outcome distributions\(^{15,37-39}\). Next, we therefore sought to establish whether people can also flexibly tune their value-learning mechanism for binomial outcome distributions.

As can be seen in Fig 5A, key design features were kept identical to Experiment 1: learning experiences were identical across conditions, Phase 1 was designed to set participants’ expectations for Phase 2 in a condition-dependent manner (Crossed vs Uncrossed), and learnt values were assessed.
in separate surprise tasks (All possible pairs, Value judgement) as before, with the notable exceptions
that value distributions were binomial, the number of ‘samples’ from each distribution was fixed
across participants, and the experiment was run online (Methods).

Based on Experiment 1, we predicted that the Crossed group would show 1) better All-pairs
task performance, 2) improved choice for the single diagnostic item pair in this experiment and 3)
more absolute-like value representations – compared to the Uncrossed group. We ran an initial
Experiment, which broadly confirmed these predictions, but which was underpowered to find a
between-group effect of moderate size. We therefore ran a better powered pre-registered replication
on which we report next (see Supplementary Results I for the results of the initial experiment).

As can be seen in Fig 5B, choice performance was significantly above chance (CIs do not
overlap .5, see also Supplementary Results II) in both groups. As in Experiment 1, the Crossed group
made significantly better decisions when choosing between All-pairs following learning (Fig 5B,
\(t(222) = 2.30, p = .011, CI = .0.11 - \text{inf}, d = .31, \text{one-tailed unpaired t-test})\). Next, we further
constrained our comparison to those item pairs for which a divisive normalisation model would make
opposing predictions to an absolute value code (see Supplementary Methods II, Fig. S3). Figure 4C
shows choice accuracy only for those stimulus-pairs. Even for this restricted analysis, for which
choosing is more difficult (differences between values are smaller, Fig. S3A) choice performance was
significantly above chance in both groups (non-overlapping CIs, Fig 5C). However, for this sub-
selection, the Crossed group again made better decisions than the Uncrossed group (\(t(222) = 3.56, p <
.001, CI = .073 - \text{inf}, d = .48)\). Restricting the analysis further to the single diagnostic stimulus pair
(Supplementary Methods II) replicates Experiment 1 (Fig 5D): Crossed group participants chose the
higher-value option more frequently than Uncrossed (Fig. 5C; \(U = 4722, p < .001, r = .25, \text{one-tailed}
Mann-U Whitney test}).

Next, we turned our attention again to the RSA analyses. Fig 6A,B show the group-wise
average RDMs for Experiment 2. As in Experiment 1, Fig 6C-D highlight similarities between the
empirical average RDMs and the model RDMs. As can be seen, and as in Experiment 1, participants’
value representation was not consistent with a Valence code (Fig 6E, see Supplementary Results IV,
Fig. S17, for the overall judgments).
However, as in Experiment 1, the Crossed group learned a more absolute value representation than the Uncrossed group: whether one considers the Range-adaptation RDM ($t(222) = 3.25, p < .001, \text{lower CI} = .17, \text{upper CI} = \text{inf}, d = .43$), or the Divisive normalisation RDM ($t(222) = 3.09, p = .001, \text{lower CI} = .15, \text{upper CI} = \text{inf}, d = .41$).

Comparing the empirical RDMs to the finer-grained model RDMs, the ‘cross-type’ pattern in the two-remaining relative RDMs (Fig 6F-H) is evident in Uncrossed group (Fig. 6C), but largely absent in the Crossed group (Fig. 6D). The latter instead seems to reflect a gradient of dissimilarity approximating the underlying outcome probabilities as in the Absolute Model (.1 vs the remaining item values, Fig. 6C).

Next, we turned to our partial correlation analyses, plotted in Fig 7A-B. For the Uncrossed group (A), there was a trend towards the relative models performing better than the absolute model. However, as in Experiment 1, no model consistently outperformed another (mix of sloped lines). In the Crossed group, however, participants were substantially better accounted for by absolute encoding (upward sloping lines); regardless of whether the comparison is a Range adaptation or a Divisive normalisation RDM.

Fig. 7C shows the within-group contrast between the Absolute model and the two relative models from the data in Fig. 7A-B. Positive $\Delta r$ indicate evidence in favour of the absolute model, and negative indicate evidence in favour of the relative model. As can be seen, no model is consistently favoured in the Uncrossed group (though the Range adaptation RDM is close to significant, Fig. 7C, $p = .071$). However, in the Crossed group, the absolute model is clearly favoured (CIs do not overlap 0).

Fig. 7D shows an analysis identical to that in Fig. 7C except that it has been carried out on independently run correlations. As can be seen, the results persist with independent correlations. The Crossed group learned a more absolute value representation than the Uncrossed group: whether one considers the Range-adaptation RDM ($t(222) = 3.01, p = .002, \text{lower CI} = .05, \text{upper CI} = \text{inf}, d = .40$), or the Divisive normalisation RDM ($t(222) = 3.15, p < .001, \text{lower CI} = .02, \text{upper CI} = \text{inf}, d = .42$).

In summary Experiment 2 replicated and generalised the results of Experiment 1, using an online study with binomial outcome distributions. Choice task data showed that the Crossed group
learned a different value representation than the Uncrossed group – despite identical learning experiences. The choices in the Crossed group were on average better than those in the Uncrossed group and were better specifically for item pairs for which an absolute-like representation will result in improved choice. The RSA analyses further show that the Crossed group learned an absolute-like representation, and that they learned a more absolute-like representation than the Uncrossed group.

Discussion

We sought to reconcile the theoretical and empirical tension between two diametrically opposing accounts of value learning and encoding: a context-independent but potentially computationally costly absolute value representation\(^1,2,4\), and an efficient local, but potentially irrational, relative value representation\(^7,11,13,15\). We proposed that humans (and possibly other animals) do not use a single fixed mechanism – learning either absolute or relative value codes – but adapt their learning to expected task demands in an efficient and rational manner: learning sufficient and necessary value representations.

We tested this hypothesis in two human value-learning experiments: one involving normally distributed values and the other involving binomial outcomes. In each study, the first Phase was equivalent to the full experience of participants in many experimental paradigms\(^1,5,15,37\). The second Phase gave participants the chance to use their prior experience with the task to tune their learning mechanism to optimise task performance. Phase 2 thus mimicked the opportunity to adapt and tune learning mechanisms that arise in many real-life tasks (and which are performed more than once).

Despite identical learning experiences, the two groups learned different value codes. Specifically, across the two studies, the Crossed group made decisions that are consistent with a higher-fidelity representation (Figs. 3,6), made fewer irrational choices (Fig. 2,5), and learned value representations that were more absolute-like than the Uncrossed group (Fig. 4,7). Importantly, participants consistently learned more absolute representations only when it was expected to be useful. Thus, people do not learn either absolute or relative value codes but adapt their learning to what they expect to use the code for.
Nevertheless, the reliable group differences were not always reflected at the individual level. In the Uncrossed condition, many participants appeared to have learnt absolute-like codes. This may be driven by the fact that both absolute and relative codes yield good results for the Uncrossed group. Thus, whichever code participants favour as their “default” would be expected to persist. In the Crossed condition, some participants appeared to have learnt relative codes. This may be driven by different factors beyond the scope of our current study: by cognitive capacity limitations\textsuperscript{40}, intrinsic computational noise\textsuperscript{41,42}, or by mechanisms relating to working memory or attention\textsuperscript{43,44}. Future work might manipulate task demands and difficulty\textsuperscript{38,45} (c.f.\textsuperscript{46} to address individual differences in value encoding.

A second outstanding question is the learning mechanisms that give rise to the flexible and adaptive value representations we observe. Our studies were designed for well-controlled measurement of value representation following learning. The trade-off is that the design is not effective in characterizing learning mechanisms themselves - as opposed to the codes they give rise to. Nevertheless, our design allowed us to successfully recover the relative and absolute models in simulations, thus supporting our key RDM contrasts (Supplementary Results VII).

It is possible that a single mechanism underlies the observed flexibility in value encoding. Such a mechanism could be implemented with a free parameter governing the extent to which learning is relative in the Divisive normalisation model, such that $item^{\text{left}} = \frac{item^{\text{left}}}{1 + w \cdot (item^{\text{left}} + item^{\text{right}})}$, where $w$ is a free parameter between 0 (for wholly absolute encoding) and 1 (for wholly relative encoding). However, it is also possible that mechanisms rely at least in part on different cognitive substrates as in, for example, model-based and model-free learning\textsuperscript{47-49}. Future work is needed to address the question of mechanism, and perhaps more importantly mechanism selection, which likely requires higher-level cognition and monitoring of expectations. Our experiments were designed to tests for coarse between-group differences in encoding, allowing us to ask: Is value encoding adaptive, and if so – is it rationally adaptive? Thus, further work is needed to allow more precise classification of learning and encoding mechanisms.
Finally, extrapolating beyond the behavioural data at hand, one might reasonably expect that relative values behave in a way similar to “cached” values in Reinforcement Learning, in the sense that they incorporate context into their code (without later being able to retrieve context values), whereas absolute-like encoding may rely on memory systems that separate item and context representations, allowing the system to flexibly combine them at decision time. In this sense, one might expect the absolute-like representation to preferentially recruit hippocampal-medial prefrontal circuits, whereas relative encoding may rely more heavily on striatal-prefrontal circuits, as approximately in the model-free / model-based distinction in RL\textsuperscript{49}. However, further research is needed to identify the neural mechanisms arbitrating between the two encodings.

In summary, our results highlight the highly dynamic and rational nature of value representation: humans do not simply have a single, fixed form of representation, but rather adjust their code in a rational\textsuperscript{50-52} manner according to expected task demands. Further, our findings highlight that both absolute and relative codes previously found can potentially be explained by the fact that participants infer which code would be sufficient for the current task.

Methods

Experiment 1 - Participants

The study complied with all relevant ethical regulations and was approved by the local ethics committee at City, University of London. Sixty participants (37 female) were recruited via the local participation panel. Participants provided written informed consent and were debriefed. Participants had normal, or corrected-to-normal, vision, were fluent in English, healthy (no known physical or psychological conditions), and between 18-45 years old. No statistical methods were used to pre-determine sample sizes, but our sample sizes are similar to those in previous work\textsuperscript{10,15}.

Participants were reimbursed for their time and were paid a performance-related bonus: a base pay of £5 and an additional bonus between £0 and £6. The average bonus was for a total of £2.78 (range £0-6). The performance bonus was determined by choice performance across all Decision Phases as well as during the final two tasks. The greater the number of high-value choices, the greater the bonus, and the closer the judgement to the true item value the higher the bonus.
We excluded participants who did not fulfil minimal task requirements. Criteria apply to the Learning phases only (Fig 1A,B), and are therefore orthogonal to the target behaviour in the final tasks (Fig 1A). Exclusion criteria were based on 1) sampling behaviour and 2) below-chance performance for the preliminary decisions in the first sampling phase. Participants who only sampled once (or fewer times), per item per item-pair sampling opportunity, were excluded (Learning 1-2, Fig 1). This cut-off represents <= 18 samples per Context and is far lower than the median of 123 \((IQR=118)\) and 143 \((IQR=91)\) for Phase 1 and 2 respectively. There were 9 preliminary decisions in the first Phase (3 pairs presented three times each, Fig 1A,B). Someone who responded randomly when making these decisions, would be expected to achieve a choice accuracy between .22 and .78 (with a mean choice accuracy of .5). This range reflects the lower and upper 95% confidence interval on a hypothetical agent who responds randomly (i.e., selects each option with \(p = .5\)). Participants who performed worse than the upper confidence interval (i.e., did not achieve at a greater choice accuracy than expected by chance) were excluded.

In summary, we excluded participants who showed no or little evidence of learning – a pre-condition for encoding value (whether in an absolute or relative form). In total, fourteen participants met one or both exclusion criteria for a final sample size of \(n=46\): 24 of which had been assigned to the Uncrossed condition, and 22 of which had been assigned to the Crossed condition.

**Experiment 1 - Materials**

Participants took on the role of a consultant to a manufacturer of reproduction items in two different contexts (antiques/cars, Fig 1). The item-values and item-pairs were Phase-specific (Fig 1A). However, the mapping of item type (antiques/cars) to Phase, the mapping of specific items (e.g., typewriter) to item-values (e.g., \(N(180,18)\)), and the side on which items were presented during sampling, were all randomized across participants.

Item-values (Fig 1A) were selected primarily so that absolute-value and relative-value representations dissociate (Supplementary Methods I-II, Fig. S1-3), and secondarily to achieve a balance between task-difficulties in the Learning and Decision phases (Supplementary Methods III, Fig. S4-7). A single sample from one item resulted in a draw from the corresponding normal value distribution (truncated at ±2 SD). The Learning phases (Fig 1A,B,D) were self-paced, and participants...
had a wide range of different strategies as evidenced by the wide range of the number of samples drawn (range Phase 1: min=48, max=478; range Phase 2: min=32, max=509).

The Decision phases (Fig 1A,C,D) involved 18 decisions per Phase. The Uncrossed group decided between the pairs they had experienced during sampling (repeated 6 times = 18 decisions).

The Crossed group made decisions between novel pairs (6 novel pairs x 2 = 12 decisions, see Fig 1 for examples), in addition to learnt pairs (3 pairs x 2 = 6 decisions).

The two final tasks (Fig 1A,E) were identical across groups. The All-possible pairs task involved 15 pairs, representing a full factorial combination of all possible pairs from Phase 2 (excluding identical pairs), repeated three times for a total of 45 pairs. The Value judgment task involved the 6 items in Phase 2, presented one at a time along with a slider-interface (min=100, max=450). For all tasks, the presentation order and presentation side (where applicable) were randomized across participants.

**Experiment 1 Procedure**

Participants read the information sheet, provided written informed consent, and completed the tasks. After completing the behavioural tasks, participants completed three questionnaires. These formed parts of one author’s MSc dissertation project and are not reported on here.

**Experiment 1 Apparatus**

Stimuli were displayed on a touchscreen (Ilyama T2245MSC) and code was written in MATLAB (Mathworks) using PsychToolbox on Linux (Xubuntu 18.04) with a soft real-time kernel.

**Experiment 2 Participants**

The study was approved by the local ethics committee at City, University of London.

Participants were recruited via Prolific Academic, fully informed, provided written informed consent and were debriefed. Participants were between the age of 18 and 40, were UK residents, were healthy (no ongoing mental health conditions, dementia/mild cognitive impairment, no daily impact of mental illness), had not participated in similar studies of ours, had a minimum approval rate on Prolific of 99 and minimum of 10 submissions. We sought to include a minimum of 280 participants, conditional on having at least 100 participants in each condition passing post-completion exclusion criteria. The sample size was determined based on power calculations, which in turn were based on the pilot study...
Power calculation, exclusion criteria, and sampling strategy were all pre-registered (https://osf.io/xjsmh).

Online panels provide little experimental control and the potential for poor participant engagement (see also discussion in Supplementary Results VI). To minimise this issue, we employed an initial check that participants had read and understood task instructions. To be eligible, potential participants had to answer 8 multiple-choice questions correctly. In addition, participants were allowed to make only one error in the first Decision block for the stimuli they had just learnt about. Specifically, if after experiencing 10 learning trials per item-pair, participants were unable to choose the higher value items 2 out of the first 3 presentations the study ended prematurely, and participants pay was pro-rated. We chose to allow 1 error as even engaged participants might be expected to make mistakes especially for the more difficult stimulus pair (.8 vs .9). In total 888 participants expressed interest and 352 completed the full study. Most non-completers (92%) failed the initial knowledge test.

Participants were reimbursed for their time and were paid a performance-related bonus. Participants were paid a base pay of £2.92 for participation (the experiment took ~35 mins) and an additional bonus between £0 and £2.92. The average bonus was £1.46 (range £0.50–£2). The performance bonus was determined by choice performance across all Learning, Decision Phases and the final two tasks. Correct choices in the Decision phases and the All-pairs task were weighted x10 compared to Learning. This was done to encourage participant engagement for the tasks which did not involve feedback. In general, the reward structure was as in Experiment 1 in that the greater the number of high-value choices, the higher the bonus, and the closer the judged value to the true item value, the higher the bonus.

In addition to the pre-registered a priori exclusions, we also employed pre-registered exclusion criteria based on participants’ not fulfilling minimal task performance criteria after completing the full study. Because each participant experienced the same number of trials, sampling behaviour cannot be used for excluding disengaged participants (unlike in Experiment 1). Instead, we excluded participants who did not learn to choose among the pairs experienced during Learning. All participants were trained on the following binomial probability pairs: [.1 vs .6], [.4 vs .7] and [.8 vs
irrespective of condition. We excluded participants who made more than two errors in two repeats of these three pairs (i.e., more than 2/6 errors) at the end of the experiment (in the All-pairs task). In other words, we include only participants who showed evidence of encoding these learning phases for later recall. Note that these exclusion criteria are orthogonal to the question of absolute and relative value codes. Both absolute and relative models of learning will allow participants to learn to choose between the items in the Learning phase. In other words, choices between items of pairs that participants directly learned about - unlike novel combinations of the component items - are not diagnostic with regards to value representation.

Applying these exclusion criteria, which are orthogonal to which model participants may use to encode value, leaves N=224 participants of which n=119 participants were from the Uncrossed group and n=105 were from the Crossed group. That is, it resulted in the exclusion of ~36% of participants. We report analyses also including these excluded participants in Supplementary Results VI and note that these analyses replicate those reported in the main text.

**Experiment 2 Materials and Procedure**

Experiment 2 was a pre-registered version of a previous study (https://osf.io/xjsmh). As in Experiment 1, participants took on the role of a consultant to a manufacturer of reproduction items in two different contexts (antiques/cars, Fig 4). Key design features were identical to Experiment 1. However, outcomes were binomial (successful sale/unsuccessful sale), the task was not self-paced, and the learning experience was not ‘blocked’ by item-pairs (item-pairs were randomly intermixed during learning) and involved a relatively rapid stimulus display sequence.

In the Learning Phases, participants saw each item pair presented side-by-side (~1 sec), followed by a response phase in which participants had ~1.5 second to make a choice, followed by sequential feedback, in which the chosen item was presented first followed by the unchosen item. Outcome feedback was in the form of a green double-rectangle image outline (successful sale) or a single-rectangle red image outline (unsuccessful sale).

Experienced outcomes matched the expected outcome of the binomial distributions (Fig 4A). This was achieved by pre-allocating and shuffling an outcome vector (of 1’s and 0’s) for each item. This design minimizes the impact of sampling error on differences between participants and/or
conditions. There were two learning blocks per Learning Phase. In each block each pair was presented 10 times, for a total of 30 trials per block and 60 trials per Phase. The presentation order was randomized.

Each of the two blocks of Decision trials (two for each Learning Phase), involved 12 decisions without feedback. The Uncrossed group made decisions between pairs experienced during learning (3 pairs x 4). In addition to experienced pairs (3 pairs presented once), the Crossed group made decisions also between novel pairs composed of items from different learning pairs (9 novel pairs, randomized across participants). Thus, each group experienced 24 Decision trials per Learning Phase.

The two final tasks (Fig 1A,E) were identical across groups. The All-possible pairs task involved 15 pairs, representing a full factorial combination of all possible pairs from Phase 2 (excluding identical pairs), repeated twice (controlling for presentation side) for a total of 30 pairs.

The Value judgment task involved the 6 items in Phase 2, presented one at a time along with a slider-interface (min=0%, max=100%) representing the probability of an item selling. The presentation order and presentation side (where applicable) were randomized across participants for all tasks.

**Design and Statistical Analyses – Experiment 1 & 2**

Both experiments used a between-subject design with participants assigned randomly and blindly to one of two conditions: Uncrossed and Crossed. Our analyses focus on differences between the two groups for the two final tasks and within-task contrasts against reference magnitudes.

The primary inferential statistic was the t-test. T-tests are relatively robust and were used whenever feasible. For data with clear deviations from parametric assumptions (e.g., Fig 2B), less powerful non-parametric tests were used. To rule out potential limits to t-test robustness affecting inferences we also ran all our t-tests reported here using non-parametric tests (all resulting in the same conclusion as the t-test). We also report 95% CIs (parametric or bootstrapped) for all descriptive statistics here. CIs can be used for inference by comparing them to reference magnitudes. For example, if the mean choice accuracy is above .5, and the 95% CI of that mean does not overlap .5, choice performance was significantly greater than chance.

All reported tests for Experiment 1 are two-tailed. Predictions for Experiment 2 were pre-registered (https://osf.io/xjsmh) and derived from results from Experiment 1, and the initial pilot
version of Experiment 2 (Supplementary Results I), and all between-group contrasts were one-tailed. Reported effect sizes are Cohen’s $d$ for t-tests ($\geq .2$ small, $\geq .5$ medium, $\geq .8$ large) and rank-biserial correlation $r$ for non-parametric tests ($\geq .1$ small, $\geq .3$ medium, $\geq .5$ large).

Standard RSA protocols\textsuperscript{33} were followed. Empirical value RDMs were computed as the Euclidean distance between each participant’s value judgements. Average RDMs were computed by averaging (arithmetic mean) over participants’ RDMs separately for each group. Model RDMs were computed as the Euclidean distance between item values defined by the relevant model equations (Main Text). For display purposes RDMs were rank-transformed (equal stays equal) and scaled to 0-1, where 0 implies identical item-values and 1 means maximally dissimilar item-values.

We computed the similarity between model RDMs and participant RDMs by partial correlation (Spearman). Partial correlation accounts only for unique variance. This means that a correlation between one model RDM and a participant’s RDM cannot be explained by the second model RDM. Because our interest lay in dissociating absolute from relative encoding (not distinguishing between various relative models), and because relative models were highly correlated, we performed these analyses separately for each contrasting relative model (Fig 4 & 7). We also performed analyses with independent correlations (i.e., any shared variance between models is not taken into account). Like the partial correlation analyses, these used the Spearman correlation coefficient. For all correlational analyses, large positive $r$'s imply a high degree of similarity between participants value representation and model RDMs (and $r = 0$ implies no relationship).

For the key statistical analysis, to establish whether the evidence in favour of the absolute model over the relative model was greater in the Crossed group than the Uncrossed group, we computed the difference between the absolute and the relative models independently for each group and contrasted those differences with t-tests. A positive difference in $r$ indicates evidence in favour of absolute encoding and a negative difference in $r$ indicates evidence in favour of relative encoding. These differences can also be used to infer whether there was a tendency to favour relative or absolute encoding within each group by contrasting the 95\% CIs of those averages differences to 0.

All statistical analyses were performed in MATLAB 2021b (MathWorks).
Data availability

Data is available online on OSF (https://osf.io/h32u6/).

Code availability

Analysis code is available on OSF (https://osf.io/h32u6/).
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**Figure legends**
Figure 1. Experiment 1 Design and Tasks. (A) Each participant was double-blindly assigned to either the Uncrossed (green) or the Crossed (blue) group. There were two Phases, which were structurally identical, but with different market values and item types. The mapping between item types and context was randomized across participants, as was the item-value mapping, and item type was counterbalanced. In each Phase, participants first learnt market values of 6 items (antiques or vintage cars) arranged into 3 pairs. The notation in the panel indicates the normal value distributions from which experienced samples were drawn: $N(M, SD)$ where $M$ is the mean and $SD$ the standard deviation. Samples were truncated at $\pm 2SD$ to avoid potential extreme outlying values (A, see also Supplementary Methods III). Participants learnt by sampling (B). A click on an item returned a single sample. Participants were free to sample as much as they wished. Sampling for a given pair ended once a preliminary selling decision was made. There were three sampling phases for each item-pair (three preliminary decision/item). Learning was followed by Decision (C), in which participants made decisions without feedback. The Uncrossed groups made decisions about previously sampled item-pairs. The Crossed group also made decisions between novel item-pairings, composed of items from different item-pairs. We predicted that the expectations induced by Decision in Phase 1 would cause value learning mechanisms to diverge across groups in Phase 2 (D). Phase 2 learnt values were assessed in two ‘surprise’ final tasks: In All-possible pairs (E) participants made decisions between all possible pairs from Phase 2 (N=15, repeated thrice for N=45). In Value judgment (F), participants judged the value the value of the six stimuli in Phase 2 presented in a random order by adjusting a slider (min=100, max=450, in integer steps) until it matched the perceived item value.

Figure 2. Experiment 1 All-pairs choice accuracy. (A) Choice accuracy as a function of group. Coloured symbols represent group means (green square = Uncrossed; blue triangle = Crossed). Grey discs represent individual participants (Uncrossed N=24; Crossed N=22). Error bars are 95% CIs. Statistics reflect the group-wise contrast $t(44) = 2.61, p = .012, CI = .026-.199, d = .77$, independent t-test. (B) Choice accuracy for a sub-selection of highly diagnostic pairs, in which a local high-value item (Item$_2$) was globally inferior to other local low-value items (Item$_3$, Item$_5$). Error bars are bootstrapped 95% CIs. P-values reflect Mann-Whitney U tests: $U = 183, p = .055, r = .31$ and $U = 145, p = .003, r = .45$ respectively. X-axis coordinates of participants’ data have been jittered for presentation purposes.

Figure 3. Experiment 1 Value RDMs. Average RDMs for the Uncrossed group (A) and the Crossed group (B). Note that items are ordered by the underlying value (not item number). Average RDMs (C,D) but with pair-wise similarities matching those of different models (E-H) highlighted. Model RDMs (E-H). The colour scale indicates rank-transformed and rescaled dissimilarity (see Methods, 0=minimal dissimilarity, 1=maximal dissimilarity).

Figure 4. Experiment 1 RDM correlations. Partial Spearman participant x model correlations for the Uncrossed (A, green squares, N=24) and Crossed group (B, blue triangles, N=22) respectively. Each panel (A,B) shows two analyses: one in which range-adaptation is pitted against absolute encoding, and another in which divisive normalisation is pitted against absolute encoding. The larger the $r$ the better the model accounts for participants’ value representation. Symbols indicate group means and error bars reflect 95% CIs. Grey lines represent
individual participants. Downwards sloping lines (from left to right) indicate that participants’ representation of value is better modelled as relative. Upward sloping lines (from left to right) indicate that the participants’ value code is better accounted for by an absolute code. (C) Mean participant x Model correlation differences (participant x Absolute r – participant x Relative r). Positive r’s indicate that the absolute model fits better and negative r’s that the relative model fits better. Symbols reflect means and error bars reflect 95% CIs. The reported p-values reflect group-wise contrasts, which assess whether the evidence in favour of the absolute model over the relative model was stronger in the Crossed group: t(44) = 2.97, p = .005, CI = .15 -.77, d = .88) and t(44) = 2.57, p = .014, CI = .10 -.85, d = .76 respectively. (D) As (C) but for independent correlations. The p-values reflect key across-group contrasts t(44) = 3.23, p = .002, CI = .21 -.92, d = .95 and (t(44) = 2.88, p = .006, CI = .13 -.74, d = .85).

**Figure 5.** Experiment 2 Design and All-pairs choice accuracy. Key design features of Experiment 2 were identical to Experiment 1. Each participant was assigned (double-blind) to either the Uncrossed (green colour) or the Crossed (blue colour) groups. There were two Phases, which were structurally identical, but with different market values and item types. In each phase, participants first learnt the likelihood that an item would sell of 6 items (antiques or vintage cars, order counterbalanced across participants) arranged into 3 pairs. Values were matched to the expected outcomes of binomial distributions \( B(N, p) \), where \( p \) is the probability of observing a sale on a single trial \( (N=1) \). Values were matched such that with \( p=.1 \), for example, participants would observe a successful sale on 2 out of 20 trials (Methods, see also Supplementary Methods III). Learning was followed by Decision, in which participants made consequential decisions without feedback. The Uncrossed groups made decisions about previously sampled item-pairs. The Crossed group made decisions between novel item-pairings, composed of items from different previously sampled item-pairs. (B) All-pairs choice accuracy as a function of group. Coloured symbols represent group means (Uncrossed=green square, N=119; Crossed=blue triangle, N=105). Error bars are 95% CIs. Gray dots represent individual participants. The p-value reflects a one-tailed independent t-test \( t(222) = 2.30, p = .011, CI = .011 - inf, d = .31 \). (C) Sub-set of All-pairs trials for which Divisive normalisation and Absolute encoding make different predictions (see Supplementary Methods III). Coloured symbols represent group means (Uncrossed=green square, Crossed=blue triangle). Error bars are 95% CIs. Gray dots represent individual participants. The p-value reflects a one-tailed independent t-test \( t(222) = 3.56, p < .001, CI = .073 - inf, d = .48 \) (D) The single All-pairs stimulus-pair for which strong context-dependent encoding would result in different choices compared to absolute value encoding. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% CIs. Gray dots represent individual participants. For (D) participants could either make 0, 1 or 2 errors. The p-value reflects a one-tailed Mann-Whitney \( U = 4722, p < .001, r = .25 \). X-axis coordinates of participants’ data have been jittered for presentation purposes.

**Figure 6.** Experiment 2 Value RDMs. Average RDMs for the Uncrossed group (A) and the Crossed group (B). Note that items are ordered by the underlying value (not item number). Average RDMs (C,D) but with pair-wise similarities matching those of different models (E-H) highlighted. Model RDMs (E-H). The colour scale indicates rank-transformed and rescaled dissimilarity (see Methods, 0=minimal dissimilarity, 1=maximal dissimilarity).
Figure 7. Experiment 2 Model RDM correlations. Partial Spearman participant x model correlations for the Uncrossed group (A, green squares, N=119) and Crossed group (B, blue triangles, N=105). Each plot shows two analyses: one in which range-adaptation is pitted against absolute encoding, and another in which divisive normalisation is pitted against absolute encoding. The larger the $r$ the better the model accounts for participants’ value representation. Symbols indicate group means and error bars reflect 95% CIs. Grey lines represent individual participants. Downwards sloping lines (from left to right) indicate that participants’ representation of value is better modelled as relative. Upward sloping lines (from left to right) indicate that the participants’ value code is better accounted for by an absolute code. (C) Mean participant x Model correlation differences (participant x Absolute $r$ – participant x Relative $r$). Positive $r$’s indicate that the absolute model fits better and negative $r$’s that the relative model fits better. Symbols reflect means and error bars reflect 95% CIs. The reported p-values reflect key Crossed-Uncrossed group-wise contrasts assessing whether the evidence in favour of the absolute model over the relative model was stronger in the Crossed group: $t(222) = 3.25, p < .001$, lower CI = .17, upper CI = inf, $d = .43$; $t(222) = 3.09, p = .001$, lower CI = .15, upper CI = inf, $d = .41$. (D) As (C) but for independent correlations. The p-values reflect key across-group contrasts: $t(222) = 3.01, p = .002$, lower CI = .05, upper CI = inf, $d = .40$; $t(222) = 3.15, p < .001$, lower CI = .02, upper CI = inf, $d = .42$. 
### Table: Learning and Decision Phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Phase 1 (antiques/cars)</th>
<th>Phase 2 (cars/antiques)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning 1</td>
<td>Decision 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncrossed</td>
<td>item₁ ( \sim N(150,15) ) vs. item₂ ( \sim N(180,18) )</td>
<td>item₁ ( \sim N(250,25) ) vs. item₂ ( \sim N(280,28) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>item₃ ( \sim N(200,20) ) vs. item₄ ( \sim N(230,23) )</td>
<td>item₃ ( \sim N(300,30) ) vs. item₄ ( \sim N(330,33) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossed</td>
<td>item₁ vs. item₄</td>
<td>item₂ vs. item₆</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Diagrams:

**B) Learning 1**
- Uncrossed pairs:
  - item₁ \( \sim 180 \)
  - item₂ \( \sim 165 \)
  - item₃ \( \sim 183 \)
- Crossed pairs:
  - item₁ \( \sim 210 \)

**C) Decision 1**
- Uncrossed pairs:
  - item₂ > item₁
  - item₃ < item₄
- Crossed pairs:
  - item₂ ? item₄
  - item₃ ? item₁

**D) Learning 2**
- item₅ < item₆
- item₃ ? item₁
- item₂ > item₁

**E) All-pairs**
- 280 < 330
- 300 > 250

**F) Judgement**
- item₁ = ?
- item₁ ≈ 250
Choice accuracy (0-1)

\[ p = 0.012 \]

\[ p = 0.055 \]

\[ p = 0.003 \]
A) Uncrossed RDM

B) Crossed RDM

C) Uncrossed RDM

D) Crossed RDM

E) Valence

F) Range adapt.

G) Divisive norm.

H) Absolute-like

Rank-transformed scaled similarity:

- A) E)
- B) C) D)
- H)
- G)
- Absolute-like

Valence

Range adapt.

Divisive norm.

Absolute-like
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Phase 1 (antiques/cars)</th>
<th>Phase 2 (cars/antiques)</th>
<th>All-pairs</th>
<th>Judgement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncrossed</td>
<td>Learning 1</td>
<td>Decision 1</td>
<td>Learning 2</td>
<td>Decision 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>item₁ vs. item₂</td>
<td>item₃ vs. item₄</td>
<td>item₁ vs. item₂</td>
<td>item₃ vs. item₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>item₃ vs. item₄</td>
<td>item₅ vs. item₆</td>
<td>item₃ vs. item₄</td>
<td>item₅ vs. item₆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossed</td>
<td>Learning 2</td>
<td>Decision 2</td>
<td>All-pairs</td>
<td>Judgement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>item₁ vs. item₄</td>
<td>item₅ vs. item₆</td>
<td>item₁ vs. item₄</td>
<td>item₅ vs. item₆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>item₅ vs. item₆</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B)</th>
<th>C)</th>
<th>D)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choice accuracy (0-1)</th>
<th>Choice accuracy (0-1)</th>
<th>Choice accuracy (0-1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncrossed</td>
<td>Crossed</td>
<td>Uncrossed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p = .011</td>
<td>p &lt; .001</td>
<td>p &lt; .001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B)**

$p = .011$

**C)**

$p < .001$

**D)**

$p < .001$